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Quality Risk Reporting and
Clear Client Communication
Investment managers today are challenged with strengthening their
existing infrastructure and attracting new assets. That’s why Finvent,
via its KlarityRisk platform, offers a wide array of risk analysis and
risk management reports to enable your firm to disseminate critical
portfolio information internally and communicate with your clients 
more effectively. Professionally designed reports from KlarityRisk
do more than show your clients how their assets are performing
and demonstrate the existence of an advanced portfolio and
risk management framework into your portfolio management
processes. The vivid lessons of the past have repeatedly highlighted
the need of effectively identifying and quantifying any significant
market or idiosyncratic risks that could affect a portfolio’s longer-
term performance and how this can be a critical competitive

differentiator.

Place Performance in a Risk-Adjusted Light 
Built on the industry-standard Microsoft SQL Server Reporting
Services (SSRS) platform, KlarityRisk reports are:

Easy to use: Simply access the reports via the Report page in the
KlarityRisk platform, or directly via the Report section of Advent
Portfolio Exchange (APX).

Attractive and content rich: Explanatory, color-coded risk metrics
and graphs help clients granularly understand the risk sources of
their investments and how these relate to the portfolio performance.

Customized and white labelling: Reports can be tailored to your
preferences of risk metrics and be branded with your own firm
name, logo and graphics.

Comprehensive: Provide a full range of combined Performance/
Risk reports to support your investment thesis. You work hard to
produce positive results for your clients; make them look their best.
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Overview

In a financial markets environment where the timely access to critical investment information is of paramount
importance, KlarityRisk offers a diverse and data-rich list of reports which can directly support a Wealth Manager to
ensure that the clients’ risk-adjusted performance targets are adequately met.

• Risk-Adjusted Portfolio Performance Analysis

• Portfolio Risk Contribution Analysis

• Risk-Adjusted Portfolio Diversification Analysis

• Portfolio Risk Decomposition Analytics

• Stress-Testing and Scenario Analysis (Historical and Customized)

• Portfolio Risk-Budgeting and Compliance Monitoring

• Fixed Income Performance Attribution Analysis.
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Performance and Risk Overview: Dashboard

Obtain a consolidated overview of your portfolio, combining information coming both from APX and KlarityRisk.

• Incorporate KlarityRisk portfolio risk analytics into your APX Dashboards 

• Create multiple APX-KlarityRisk Combined Dashboards to cover your specific monitoring requirements.
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Performance History vs Risk Exposure

Run the risk report directly from APX to: 

• Identify and measure the relevant risks (VaR) taken, in order to achieve a targeted level of portfolio performance

• Calculate Monthly or Daily VaR numbers, depending on the portfolio manager’s trading frequency profile 

• View APX - KlarityRisk Combined information and be alerted to hidden risks taken to achieve your return goals.
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Performance vs Risk Contribution: Summary View

Access the risk report directly from APX to:  

• Segment your portfolio risk analysis by any Standard Classification (Asset Class, Industry Sector/Group, Risk Country, Currency) 

• Utilize any Custom Classification that may apply to the specific requirements of your investment mandates 

• Assess the Top and Bottom Contributors, both in the total portfolio performance as well as in the risk exposure 

• View APX - KlarityRisk Combined information and directly identify pockets of concentrated risk exposure.
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Performance vs Risk Contribution: Detailed View

Get a detailed view of your portfolio’s risk-adjusted performance figures, by each individual portfolio segment.

•    Segment your portfolio risk analysis by any Standard Classification (Asset Class, Industry Sector/Group, Risk Country, Currency) 

•    Utilize any Custom Classification that may apply to your business’s particular requirements 

•    Access a detailed overview of how each portfolio segment contributes to the total portfolio performance as well as to the risk exposure  

•    View APX - KlarityRisk Combined information.
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Portfolio Valuation Appraisal vs Risk Exposure

Identify how each individual holding of the portfolio contributes to its total exposure to Market Risk.   

•   Incorporate portfolio segments and group the results together with a similar logic to that standard Portfolio Appraisal report 

•   Access the CVaR column to assess how the security selection has impacted the total portfolio Value at Risk (VaR).
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Portfolio Diversification vs Risk Exposure

Implement Risk Contribution Analytics to better understand the effect of your active management decisions to the total 
portfolio risk (VaR).

•   Identify how your target asset allocation impacts the total market risk exposure of your investment strategy 

•   Implement the Risk Contribution Analytics by any portfolio Segment (Asset Class, Industry Sector/Group, Risk Country, 
        Currency), whether Standard or Customised.
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Portfolio Risk Decomposition

Break down the portfolio’s total exposure to market risk by segment, including: 

•  Asset Class

•  Industry Group and Industry Sector

•  Risk Country, Currency and Credit Rating

•  Any custom classification that is maintained in APX.
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What-If Analysis: Risk Decomposition

Change your portfolio structure and incorporate a risk break-down by any segment, via our advanced What-If analytics.
The What-If Decomposition report provides a consolidated overview of how a potential portfolio re-structuring would
impact its exposure to market risk, both at a Portfolio Level as well as at Constituents level.

•  User-Defined What-If scenarios

•  Advanced Model Portfolio Analysis

•  Risk Decomposition Comparison by:
       - Asset Class, Industry Group and Sector
       - Risk Country, Currency and Credit Rating
       - Any custom classification that is maintained in APX.
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Assets under Management with Risk Figures

Get a holistic view of all your portfolios under management with the Management Mode report. 
Gain access to: 

•  Quick overview of the asset allocation for multiple portfolios, funds or investment strategies 

•  Risk Contribution of each asset class to the total risk exposure of each member portfolio 

•  Indication of the Diversification Benefit that is achieved via a given asset allocation within the Portfolio Group. 
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Risk Exposure Overview

KlarityRisk allows you to access a consolidated risk assessment overview of a portfolio group, namely: 

•  Comprehensive view of all portfolios under management, along with a wide variety of critical risk metrics 

•  All risk metrics are presented at individual portfolio level as well as at a consolidated portfolio group level 

•  Indication of any Diversification Benefit achieved having all the portfolios, funds or strategies working together.
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Group Moments & Extra Portfolio Metrics

The Moments & Extra Portfolio Metrics is a Management Mode report that allows you to get a consolidated overview of a
range of decision-support-critical Risk Statistics and Risk vs Return measures of all client portfolios under management, 
including:

•  Annualized Volatility

•  Downside Deviation

•  Skewness & Kurtosis

•  Sharpe & Sortino Ratios
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Historical Stress Testing

Utilize a wide list of predefined historical crises scenarios to view how your portfolio would react in such adverse market
conditions. 

•  KlarityRisk provides a list of 21 accredited past crises scenarios, going back to 1987 Black Monday.

•  Ability to utilize the existing historical events to create hybrid testing scenarios, by amending the values of your preferred risk factors:
       - Price Movements
       - Interest Rate Term Structure and Credit Rating Movements
       - FX Rate Movements and Index Rate Movements
       - Market Volatility Movements and Cross-Asset Correlations.
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Custom Stress Scenario Analysis

Implement Custom Stress Testing Scenarios to simulate your client portfolios under challenging market conditions, 
utilizing KlarityRisk’s flexible risk factor-based approach. 

•  Set-up an unlimited number of custom scenarios

•  Utilize existing/saved events as your base case

•  Incorporate stress movements onto multiple risk factors, such as: 
       - Prices
       - Interest Rates and Interest Rate Term Structure 
       - Credit Ratings
       - FX Rates and Index Rates
      - Market Volatilities and Asset Correlations. 
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Risk Limits: Management Threshold Overview

Monitor your investment strategies against pre-defined acceptable levels of market risk exposure and stay ahead of any 
potential unwelcome market turns. 

•  Set pre-determined acceptable levels of VaR exposure at a portfolio or at a portfolio group level 

•  Get Breach Alerts via email notifications, system Dashboards and reports, or within APX (APX Activities). 
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Risk Limits: Component Threshold Monitor

Ensure the compliance of your portfolios with the guidelines that match your client profiles, investment policy decisions or 
jurisdictional regulatory requirements. 

•  Set the acceptable levels of risk exposure to any Segment of the portfolio 

•  Set any Custom rule that serves your portfolio composition per segment 

•  Get Breach Alerts via email notifications, or within APX (APX Activities). 
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Fixed Income Performance Contribution

Identify the sources of return for the Fixed Income allocation of your portfolios.
 

• Break-down the fixed income portfolio’s total return by:
      - Carry Return (Coupon & Roll-Down Return)
      - Yield Return (Shift & Shape Return)
      - Spread Return 

• Group the results by portfolio segments, to get a better understanding of the portfolio’s top and bottom performers, by:
      - Industry Sector and Group
      - Risk Country, Credit Rating
      - Any custom classification maintained in APX..
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Fixed Income Performance Attribution

Assess how your active management decisions impact the portfolio’s excess return (vs a pre-selected Benchmark). 

• Ιncorporate any Benchmarks into your performance analytics 

• Identify the different return sources of your portfolio excess performance: 
      - Carry Effect (Coupon & Roll-Down Effect) 
      - Yield Effect (Shift & Shape Effect) 
      - Spread Effect
      - Group the results by portfolio segments, to get a better understanding of the portfolio’s top and bottom performers. 
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Notes and Terminology

• Value at Risk (VaR)
     The maximum potential loss of a portfolio over a certain period of time (at a given confidence)

• Component VaR (CVaR)
     The contribution of a certain portfolio holding to the total portfolio maximum potential loss

• Average CVaR
     The average daily contribution of a holding to the portfolio maximum potential loss over a performance period

• Monthly VaR % Per Period
      The monthly maximum potential loss of a portfolio over a period of time, as estimated at the beginning of the period

• Average Daily VaR% Per Period
      The average daily maximum potential loss of a portfolio over a period of time.

All risk metrics appearing on the reports are calculated using the Monte Carlo Simulation Method, for 10,000 Simulations, at 99% 

Confidence Level.
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FINVENT Software Solutions is a provider of advanced financial software applications and custom engineering 
services. The award-winning KlarityRisk platform specializes in investment risk analytics and fixed income performance 
attribution reporting and it is offered to Private Wealth institutions, Asset and Hedge Fund Managers and Family Offices. 
Finvent is the sole SS&C Advent distributor worldwide and its products are integrated with those of SS&C Advent. Finvent 
is also a partner of FactSet, the integrated data aggregator platform. 

To learn more about Finvent’s investment software solutions and KlarityRisk, please see www.finvent.com or contact us 
on sales@finvent.com.
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